A: Total sofa height

Will it fit?
You’ve found the one, but will your sofa and
home be a match made in heaven? Measuring
tape at the ready – here’s how to make sure

B: Total sofa width

C: Total sofa depth

1. TAKE MEASURE 		
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The important dimensions to
note are the height, depth and
length of your sofa. The height
tends to be the smallest, so
going end first on its back is
often the easiest way. You can
find all the measurements
on the product page.

2. SHAPE UP 		
If it won’t slide through hallways,
door frames or up and down
stairs without wrecking your
decor, your oh-so perfect sofa
will have nowhere to go. Measure
up the narrowest gaps and any
obstacles before hitting ‘buy’.

Things to think about
•

Watch out for low ceilings, bannisters,
skirting boards, tight corners and the
like that might halt your progress

•

Does the door position allow you
enough wiggle room? Too near a wall
and you might not be able to PIVOT!

•

If it has to go in a lift, be sure to
measure that up too, paying particular
attention to the height

•

Sofa beds need about 240cm to fully
extend, more if you’re planning on
walking around the foot of the bed

•

Recliners extend to 150-180cm to
give you the optimal chilling-out angle

•

We do things properly, so our sofas
come pretty much fully assembled

On the day

3. HIT THE FLOOR		
In the room your sofa will be
calling home, mark out with
masking tape or sheets of
newspaper the sofa’s size,
shape and position to get a
feel for how it will sit in the room.

4. GIVE IT SOME SPACE 		
Make sure you can easily move
around the sofa and that it’ll
work with the other furniture
in the room.

Our expert delivery team really know their
stuff, but unfortunately they can’t remove
any windows/doors/antique rococo roll-top
baths etc that might get in the way.
If they can’t get your piece in, it’ll have to
go back in the van – at a cost of £50 – and
we’ll refund the cost of your sofa.
They also can’t move around or remove any
furniture for you, unless you’ve requested
our furniture disposal service when you
order – if you have, they’ll take away your
like-for-like sofa.
Once it’s in the room, the team will attach
the feet, put your sofa in its place and
remove all the packaging to be recycled.

